Foreword:
In the internet age, aggregators capture the vast majority of usage value. Google
aggregates content from various URLs, Facebook aggregates social media
associations and content, amazon aggregates products and sales, Airbnb
aggregates hotel rooms... This Internet giant has subverted traditional industries
and built an almost monopoly Influence.

Why does this Internet giant have almost monopolistic influence? With more and
more aggregated customers, content and products, the cost is not easy to increase,
it is always diluted, and network effects are generated on this basis. It's a huge river
around the city, and the result is winner-take-all.

Will the DeFi industry also cause aggregation effects similar to the Internet era?
Today, let's discuss the probability of Res aggregators.

l．The meaning of blockchain

1.1 An unexpected revolution

At the beginning of 2018, the blockchain quickly became popular with a confusing
attitude, becoming the first "window", of course, with quotation marks. “Twenty
years from now, people will be talking about Bitcoin as they are talking about the
internet today, and 100% of all transactions will be done on the blockchain.”

Similar optimistic predictions spread like a virus in the investment world, creating
an unexpected spree.

Some people even commented: "Blockchain is the ninth wonder of the world". There
is currently no technology that brings such vast possibilities to future social changes

like blockchain.
The capital market is obviously unwilling to be alone.
In the U.S. stock market, Kodak, a film manufacturer that has been silent for many
years, recently announced the release of Kodak Coin. Since 2018, the stock price has
risen by 245.16%; Chinese stocks Xunlei, Ninth City, Renren, and China Online are
also involved in blockchain business. And soared.

In the Hong Kong stock market, there was even a piece of news that made people
laugh and cry: a company named "Pingshan Tea" announced that it had changed
its name to the Blockchain Group. In the context of the hype of the A-share
blockchain concept, it also rose by 23%.

However, this hurricane capital feast is not groundless.

According to the blockchain utility roadmap released by McKinsey, 2017-2020 will
be the forming stage of blockchain technology infrastructure. At present, the
world's major investment banks and technology companies have accelerated their
deployment in the blockchain.

The mainstream view is that the core of the blockchain economy lies not in
technology, but in the reconstruction of business logic.
So this is not just a technological revolution, but a cognitive revolution.

1.2 Blockchain is not a new concept

The concept of blockchain can be traced back to the end of 2008, when a mysterious
person named "Satoshi Nakamoto" published a paper "Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer
Electronic Cash System" in the forum, which first proposed Blockchain concept.

On January 3, 2009, the first block of the blockchain was born, and this block is
called the "founding block". Almost with the birth of blockchain technology, Bitcoin
became the first thing that played a role. In the following years, Bitcoin gradually
swept the world. In 2017, its crazy market made blockchain technology known to
everyone.

1.3 The essence of blockchain: everyone is a "database"

A blockchain is essentially a distributed public ledger that connects each block
into a chain. We can define it as a system that allows a group of interconnected
computers to securely maintain a ledger together, each computer is a database
(server), without a third-party server in the middle.

Therefore, blockchain is not a specific software, just like the meaning of the three
words "database", it is a design idea of a specific technology.

Just like the relationship between the TCP/IP protocol and ordinary people, ordinary
people do not need to know what is the underlying TCP/IP protocol of the Internet,
as long as they enjoy the services provided by the Internet. Ordinary people have
basically nothing to do with blockchain, unless they are preparing to start a business
in this area.

1.4 3 Features of Blockchain

Compared with traditional centralized solutions, blockchain technology mainly has
the following three characteristics:

The core idea of blockchain is decentralization

In the blockchain system, the rights and obligations of any node are equal, and all
nodes have the ability to vote with computing power, thus ensuring that the
recognized result is the result recognized by more than half of the nodes. Even if it
is severely attacked by hackers, as long as the number of nodes controlled by
hackers does not exceed half of the total number of nodes in the world, the system
can still operate normally, and the data will not be tampered with.

The biggest disruption of the blockchain lies in the establishment of credit

In theory, blockchain technology can make WeChat Pay and Alipay no longer have
value. The Economist makes an image metaphor for the blockchain: Simply put, it
is "a machine that creates trust." Blockchain enables people to collaborate with each
other without trusting each other and without a neutral central authority. Fighting
counterfeit money and financial fraud will no longer be needed.

Collective maintenance of blockchain can reduce costs

Under the centralized network system, the maintenance and operation of the
system depend on the operation and operation of platforms such as data centers,
and the cost cannot be omitted. The nodes of the blockchain can be participated

by anyone, and each node also verifies the correctness of the results recorded by
other nodes while participating in the record, which improves the maintenance
efficiency and reduces the cost.

In a word, the blockchain touches money, trust and power, the fundamental
foundations on which human beings live.

1.5 The "Blockchain 2.0 Era" is Coming

The application service layer is the driving force for the sustainable development
of the blockchain, and is divided into three stages of application: 1.0, 2.0, and 3.0.

Programmable Money: Blockchain 1.0 Applications

Programmable currency, that is, digital currency represented by Bitcoin, but it is not
the legal tender of any country and region, and there is no government authority
to provide it with a guarantee.

Programmable Finance: Blockchain 2.0 Applications

Blockchain 2.0 applications add the concept of "smart contracts" (using program
algorithms to replace human execution of contracts). This allows the blockchain to
expand from the original currency system to the registration and transfer of equity,
claims and property rights, the transaction and execution of securities and financial
contracts, and even financial fields such as gaming and anti-counterfeiting.

Programmable Society: Blockchain 3.0 Applications
The blockchain is the core of the Internet of Value, which can confirm, measure and
store property rights for the information and bytes representing value in each
Internet. It’s not just about recording transactions in the financial industry, but
almost anything of value that can be expressed in code. Its application can be
extended to any field in need, and then to the whole society.

At present, blockchain applications have begun to surpass Bitcoin (blockchain 1.0),
enter the era of blockchain 1.5, and transition to the financial field (blockchain 2.0).

In the next 3-5 years, blockchain may surpass the financial field and enter the field
of social notarization and intelligence (blockchain 3.0), including identity
authentication, notarization, arbitration, auditing, domain name, logistics, medical

care, mail, visa, In fields such as voting, the scope of application has expanded to
the entire society, and blockchain technology may become a bottom-level protocol
for the "Internet of Everything".

ll．The development history of blockchain 1.0-2.03.0
Its development has gone through 3 stages
1. Preparation period: From 2009 to 2012, the economic form is dominated by
Bitcoin and its industrial ecology.
2. Germination period: The period was 2012-2015, when the blockchain entered the
public eye with Bitcoin, new wallet payment and remittance companies appeared,
and the blockchain economy spread to the financial field. The underlying
technology of the blockchain is constantly innovating. Blockchain technology is
spun off from the Bitcoin system.
3. Development period: In 2016, it began to explore industry applications, and a
large number of blockchain startups appeared. The popularity of ICOs in 2017
brought unprecedented attention to blockchain.

lll．Disadvantages of Blockchain
In fact, as an emerging technology, blockchain has value, but it also shows some
disadvantages.

One is low efficiency
It takes at least ten minutes for data to be written into the blockchain, and more
time is required for all nodes to synchronize the data. Taking Bitcoin as an example,
the validity of the current transaction is affected by network transmission. The exact
time of each Bitcoin transaction is about 10 minutes, and it takes an hour for 6
confirmations. Therefore, the transaction data of the blockchain is delayed.

Zhou Xiaochuan, governor of the central bank, said in an exclusive interview in early
2016 that so far, the blockchain still occupies too many resources, whether it is
computing resources or storage resources, it cannot cope with the current
transaction scale.

The second is energy consumption
The generation of blocks requires miners to perform countless meaningless
calculations, which is very energy-intensive. According to the forecast data provided
by POWER-COMPARE, a power information network in the United Kingdom,
according to the current growth rate of electricity consumption for Bitcoin mining
and trading, the electricity consumption of Bitcoin will be the same as the current
global electricity consumption by 2020.

The third is privacy protection
In the blockchain public chain, every participant can obtain a complete data backup,

and all transaction data are open and transparent. If you want to know the account
and transaction information of some commercial institutions, you can know all his
wealth as well as important assets and business secrets, etc., it is difficult to protect
privacy.

The fourth is the game problem
The decentralized and autonomous features of the blockchain dilute the concept of
state supervision. In some cases where supervision cannot be reached, the profitseeking characteristics of the market will lead to the application of blockchain
technology in illegal fields, providing a shelter for the black industry.

IV．The meaning of aggregators

It is difficult to change the impetuousness of human nature and the current chaos
by one person, so the significance and value of the emergence of the aggregator
major alliance organization DAO lies in the aggregation and the major alliance.

Aggregators need to meet the following three key characteristics. Many products
meet only one or two of these characteristics, and they are not aggregators but
platforms.
1. Have a direct relationship with the user

2. The marginal cost of serving users is zero
3. The cost of acquiring users decreases with scale

The first spectrum is supplier differentiation. The closer to the left side of the
spectrum, the smaller the difference between suppliers, the more typical
aggregators, such as in Facebook, the suppliers are almost indistinguishable, "On
the Internet, no one knows you are a dog"; conversely, the more Toward the right
side of the spectrum, the more different the vendor is, the more the platform rather
than the aggregator, as in Microsoft, the vendor is even specific and integrated with
the product.

The second spectrum is the internalization of network effects. The closer to the left
side of the spectrum, the more internalized the network effect is, and the more
typical aggregators, such as Facebook, whose product itself is a network of
relationships, the network effect directly acts on the product and is completely
internalized; otherwise, the closer to the right side of the spectrum. On the other
hand, the more externalized the network effect, the more it is a platform rather than
an aggregator, such as Microsoft, which has almost no internalized network effect,
and its number of users is not directly related to the utility that users can obtain
from the product. Aggregators on Blockchains Whether an aggregator is on the
Internet or on a blockchain, the basic characteristics of an aggregator in Part 1
should be satisfied. But what is the difference between aggregators based on

different networks.

There are three things I can see so far:

1. Trust, the integration of trust is different. On the Internet, trust is integrated in
the aggregator, which is an important reason why the aggregator can capture value;
but on the blockchain, trust is integrated in the public chain, and this part of the
value is captured by the public chain. From the perspective of the value chain, the
value chain of the Internet and the blockchain are completely different.

2. Data, non-exclusivity of data. On the Internet, the aggregator exclusively owns all
kinds of data including user data, supplier data, operation data, etc., which is an
important reason for it to form a monopoly and then grab profits; but on the
blockchain, data is open , it is more difficult for aggregators to profit from a walled
garden of data monopoly.

3. Modular, active modular. The digitization and modularization of traditional
industries are generally completed by aggregators, with aggregators first, and then
modular supply. In this mode, the interface of the module is given by the aggregator,
and then the supplier connects the products matching the aggregator; it follows
that the more suppliers access, the more Users, more users will attract more

suppliers... This process makes it difficult for other similar aggregators to break their
monopoly once the aggregator has formed a scale, because the utility of the two
products will be too different. Blockchain Exchange Development-Exchange
Development-Exchange Software DeFi Aggregators and Platforms When referring
to Aggregators in DeFi, people often think of projects such as YFI (income
aggregation) and 1inch (DEX aggregation), but traditional Internet aggregators
From a theoretical point of view, they are not aggregators, but more of a "platform".
The Internet industry is similar to them, such as ordering platforms for organic
ingredients or ordering platforms for flowers. The platforms send ingredients or
flowers to users every week, but the specific products are not selected by users, but
by the platform in some specific products. selected by the user from among the
suppliers. Although aggregators and platforms look similar and are often confused,
they are quite different things. The former is an open system with internalized
network effects that modularizes suppliers; the latter is not. The value of the
aggregator is greater than the value of the platform because the two will not be on
an order of magnitude scale. This is not to deny the value of the platform, though.
There are three additional things in DeFi that will increase the value of the platform:
One is that in DeFi, many users may not know how to choose supply, a platform
that can help them choose goods (provide strategies, routing, etc.) is important ,
which is different from users who know how to choose on the Internet; second, in
DeFi, the platform is located in a value chain integrated by aggregators, and it can
also benefit from this value chain with users; third, in DeFi , trust is integrated on

the blockchain, and the platform is easier to be adopted by users and easier to
expand.

In the traditional financial service industry, we can hand over the money to the elite
team of professional investment funds. They will invest a large amount of money in
matching portfolio projects, and after they get profits, they will withdraw the
corresponding share.

The so-called aggregator in DeFi is an aggregation platform that supports a variety
of DeFi protocols. It can also automatically transfer positions between each DeFi
protocol that provides liquidity mining to help customers get more higher profit.
Simply put, it is a fund product in the DeFi world. It just removes the centralized
project investment elite team, and replaces the basic functions of traditional
investment funds with smart contracts written in source code.

It is possible that some friends here will ask, how can source code replace people
to carry out financial investment? Next, let's illustrate the profitability of the
aggregator's project.
The main sources are mainly two levels:
1. First of all, it is the DeFi loan and loan projects mentioned before. They all have
the same business logic, which is to provide loan liquidity for such projects, and also
get the corresponding project token profits and loan interest. , but the rate of return

of this loan project is not the same.

The aggregator itself does not bring the basic functions of borrowing and lending,
but its smart contracts can be connected to other lending and borrowing projects.
Whenever we deposit our digital currency into the aggregator, the aggregator's
smart contract It will automatically find the most profitable project in different loan
agreements, and transfer the property to bring the loan liquidity to gain profits.

2. Secondly, in terms of profit, it comes from some other DeFi trading projects. Such
projects, in order to better ensure the stable performance of the transaction, need
some liquidity to bring them liquidity. As a rate of return, they will return the
transaction fee of the transaction and the tokens of their own projects to Liquidity
service provider. As a multi-protocol aggregation platform, the aggregator can also
integrate its own smart contracts into this part of the trading projects, and
automatically gain profits.

Therefore, the aggregator is equivalent to an investment and financial product that
automatically brings quantitative trading strategies. Whenever we deposit our
digital currency, the US dollar stablecoin, into the aggregator, the aggregator's
smart contract will automatically connect to borrowing In the contracts of loan and
trading projects, the project with the highest rate of return is selected to carry out
project investment, and the profits obtained will be concentrated in a pool, and then

distributed to customers according to the corresponding rules.

In general, aggregators are an important part of the DeFi ecosystem at this stage.
They not only function as investment and financial management, but also serve as
a special tool to reduce the threshold for our use of DeFi. It is very likely that in the
future, as the decentralized market becomes larger and larger, the aggregator will
serve as an ecological data flow channel, which can truly help DeFi and complete a
decentralized financial world where everyone can freely join.

V．The future of aggregation of decentralized DAO
organizations is significant

1. Aggregator, gather consensus (recognize and accept blockchain), gather value
(promote the development of human history and civilization, reshape production
relations), gather mission (believe in an opportunity to change destiny and
redistribute wealth).

2. ALL DAO, under the unified values and sense of mission, uses the decentralized
DAO organization to complete various ecological applications in stages, mainly
used in Defi2.0 (social finance), Metaverse, NFT, NFR , commercial application
circulation and traceability, enterprise token economy and chain reform, etc.

3. On a global scale, aggregate resources scattered in many societies, such as:
various innovative applied thinking, innovative technological changes, various
conceptual digital currencies, related fund organizations, universities, institutions,
and All blockchain-related professionals, consensus fans, etc., after their respective
early stages of development, can accept the concept of aggregating the major
alliance organizations, and through the aggregation of value, gather greater power
to go to the major alliance DAO. Under the centralized management, the real
mission of DAO to be more perfect in blockchain technology and richer in
application is completed, and the value goal of co-construction, sharing and winwin is realized.

4. ALL DAO is led by a group of senior blockchain geeks and top venture capital
institutions, and jointly initiated by the United States, Singapore, Australia, Japan,
South Korea, the Philippines, Indonesia, Thailand, India, China and other global
communities, Distributed Autonomous Organization. Based on the concept of winwin, with smart contracts as the core, an international DAO community organization
operated by the DAO protocol governance mechanism. Focus on DAO investment
management protocols, rebuild community trust and security, and build a DAO
community ecosystem that integrates DeFi2.0, NFT, GameFi, SocialFi, and Swap.
5. ALL DAO is committed to researching Web3 related expansion technologies such
as DeFi 2.0, SocialFi, cross-chain bridge, zkSNARK, etc., to gain more possibilities

and gradually promote the implementation of ALL DAO ecological applications.

6. ALL DAO has a complete market economic system, and the operation of this
economic system depends on a strong token structure. The total issuance of ALL
DAO's native token ALL is 30,000. Represents financial interests in the DeFi
ecosystem, voting rights in DAO governance, and control over foundations.

VI．Black Technology Resource aggregator (Res)

1. Resource aggregato provides ecological users with a convenient experience of
"one-click login", and at the same time realizes the customization of user service
privacy. Taking online applications such as , wallets, games, live broadcasts, and
digital transactions as the incision, with blockchain technology as the cornerstone,
it can meet the needs of users for multi-dimensional digital services from asset
management to shopping and entertainment.

Application Streaming: Resource aggregato creates the first application streaming
platform with digital commonality and revenue sharing by transforming the native
application ecosystem. With the labels of light weight, diversification, wide coverage,
and easy operation, return the value of assets and rights to users.

Digital sovereignty: Resource aggregato directly and closely links user data
sovereignty and revenue right through the token incentive ecosystem and the
return model of system revenue, so as to maximize the time value of users and have
their own digital sovereignty.

2. What is the current necessity of using Resource aggregato, and what other
practical conveniences or benefits can be obtained from Resource aggregato.

A: Resource aggregato has the SCY public chain as a strong technical support. The
SCY public chain is a storage supply chain that has reached the commercial storage
level. The market share is gradually increasing, and it will be bigger than the earlier
projects. The Resource aggregato financial ecosystem takes the wallet of the SCY

public chain as the core, promotes the continuous improvement of the digital
financial format, and realizes a number of digital financial services including
functions such as smart contracts, wealth management, and multi-signature
transfers.

Previously, Resource aggregato directly and closely linked user data sovereignty and
revenue rights through the return model of token incentive ecosystem and system
revenue, and allowed users to truly gain value and digital sovereignty.

After entering DeFi, Resource aggregato has launched a series of profitable new
ways of playing.
The first is the dual-currency aggregator spiral that has been launched. Users
deposit Res into the LP pool (without lock-up) to enjoy the platform’s daily
liquidity mining products Res and All dividends, and then I will give you a detailed
explanation. There are also many benefits that may only be felt by experience.
Welcome to download experience.

3. As the first step for Resource aggregatorYstar to enter DeFi, how can users share
the revenue of the Resource aggregator project through the aggregator dualcurrency helix? How is it different from other financial products?

Aggregator Dual Currency Spiral is a risk-controllable, high-liquidity digital financial
innovation product, which not only provides users with considerable benefits, but
also provides users with more convenient exchange channels and DeFi entrances.
The daily dividend amount of the aggregator dual currency helix is based on the
daily liquidity income of the Resource aggregator platform. The biggest difference
is that dividends can be distributed daily and cash can be withdrawn at any time.
The reward of the aggregator dual currency helix is the Res issued on the SCY public
chain. Res can be converted into other ecological digital assets in the aggregator.

Currently, it can be exchanged very quickly in the decentralized exchange. What
needs to be emphasized is that the income of the aggregator dual currency spiral
is completely derived from the daily liquidity income of the Resource aggregator
platform, which is supported by real value. Once users participate in the
aggregator's dual currency spiral, they can get very considerable benefits.
Secondly, it is the highlight of this time - liquidity mining. We'll talk more about that
later.

At present, the direction of most blockchain projects is to lower the entry threshold,
bring more outsiders into the circle, and promote the realization of traffic and
commercial landing. So what does the current Resource aggregator do?

Reducing the threshold for the public to enter the blockchain is one of the original
intentions of Resource aggregator, and it is also the belief that Resource aggregator
has always adhered to. Resource aggregator has created a key infrastructure that
combines both powerful functions and security and ease of use, which reduces the
entry threshold of blockchain to the greatest extent, and will bring 4.4 billion
Internet users around the world into the blockchain world in the future. Resource
aggregator provides ecological users with a convenient experience of "one-click
login", and at the same time realizes the customization of user service privacy.
Taking online applications such as wallets, games, live broadcasts, and digital
transactions as the incision, and with blockchain technology as the cornerstone, it

can meet the needs of users for multi-dimensional digital services from asset
management to shopping and entertainment.

4. "Disruptive projects that open the door to blockchain commercialization" is one
of the labels of Resource aggregator. Please tell us about Resource aggregator's
financial ecological planning.

The layout of Resource aggregator's financial ecology is a long-term achievement.
At the beginning of its establishment, Resource aggregator used the entire ecology
of Binance to complete the transition. And take advantage of the cross-chain bridge
to realize the closed loop of the entire financial ecology, and realize a number of
digital financial services including smart contracts, wealth management, multisignature transfers and other functions.

Now Resource aggregator has entered the DeFi market and deployed the DeFi
ecosystem, and has achieved good results.

At present, we already have BSC's Res/usdt trading pair on pancakeswap, and you
can see that the stock funds in the pool are continuing to rise. After everyone
provides liquidity, LPs inject into the pot, and then they can get the Res and all
digital assets through the aggregator dual-currency spiral.

VII．Resource aggregator Resource aggregator (Res)
circulation plan

As a Resource aggregator, I entered the Defi field for the first time. The TP wallet
built on the second layer of pancakeswap drew on the experience of its
predecessors and launched the governance token Res, with a total of only 1.3 billion
pieces. It directly enters the black hole and destroys through each liquidity. , there
is no team reservation, no private placement, and everyone is completely obtained
by transaction liquidity and LP liquidity. After that, a strategy pool (i.e. machine gun
pool) will be launched to continuously empower the value of Res.

Different from the governance tokens that you have seen, ResYF will also be a key
to lead you to the upcoming strategic products based on the SCY public chain, so
please pay close attention.

Compared with the continuously increasing application scenarios, Res will be very
scarce. More blockchain enthusiasts apply to join Res volunteers to jointly promote
and maintain the construction of the Res community, and will receive token
incentives.
The threshold for the DeFi boom is too high, blocking the masses of users. DeFi
needs to go to the masses, so what efforts have Resource aggregator made?
Resource aggregator's DeFi ecological plan has a scientific layout rhythm. The first

aggregator dual currency spiral is in the 1.0 stage, the upcoming pancakeswapbased liquidity mining, and the future SCYSwap & SCY wallet based on the SCY
public chain is the 2.0 plan.
I believe that many people are troubled by Defi. Various new concepts and new
ways of playing are emerging one after another. Not only the novice, but many
seniors in the currency circle will feel unable to keep up with the rhythm. The
experience of using various dex, lending, and mining platforms is quite unfriendly,
and it seems that the more difficult it is, the more high-end it is. The concept of
Resource aggregatorr is not the same. We hope to provide users with the most
simple and easy-to-use product experience, remove the barriers for users to enter
the Defi world, and experience the ultimate experience with no threshold and
instant payment.

VIII. Distribution of Res tokens of Resource
aggregator

Circulation: 1300000000 pieces
Foundation 5% / Technology 3% / Whitelist 3% / Ecology 9% / Market 80%

IX．Resource aggregatorYstar DeFi future
development

DeFi is one of the hottest topics in the blockchain field at present, but its advanced
nature is a double-edged sword. On the one hand, DeFi technology will transform
the entire financial field, and on the other hand, the threshold for DeFi is too high
to be popularized.

Resource aggregator spends millions of dollars to deploy the DeFi ecosystem using the top-level technology of the blockchain to clear the barriers to connecting
the blockchain for the traditional financial market, provide a stage for the cuttingedge technology of the blockchain to show value, and use its own platform
advantages to flow to the DeFi world Breaking the ice at the entrance, relying on
the powerful core technology architecture and services (UaaS, KaaS, TaaS, DaaS) of
the SCY public chain, we will build "Alipay" in the blockchain field.

Resource aggregator will start with Defi, but it will go far beyond existing Defi
applications. In the future, Resource aggregator will become an independent alldigital financial portal. The core business of Resource aggregator will include
decentralized payment, decentralized deposit and loan, primary market, secondary
market, project party services and user growth education. In addition to the core
wallet technology and digital identity management, other important business
sectors, we will aggregate excellent products that have been proven by the market,
and we will also develop some products that are in demand but not yet met. Res
will also play a pivotal role in the financial ecosystem of Resource aggregator in the
future. Look forward to everything.

X．Liquidity mining mechanism of Resource
aggregator

How ordinary users can participate in Res to obtain liquidity incentives
Taking the liquidity provided by the Res/usdt pool as an example, the steps to
participate in liquidity mining on pancakeswap and obtain Res and all rewards are
as follows
1. Exchange in pancakeswap to get Res tokens.
2. Provide liquidity to the Res/usdt pool on pancakeswapV2.
3. Obtain the Res and all tokens of the liquidity income certificate on pancakeswap.
4. Pledge the above Res and all tokens to the LP protocol liquidity pool in
pancakeswap to conduct liquidity mining and obtain governance tokens Res and all.
5. With Res and all, you also have voting rights for platform governance, and
participate in more defi mining, as well as the priority of many new products.
6. Res and all will have liquidity in pancakeswap, and it does not rule out the
independent listing of coins on centralized exchanges.
7 How Ystar, supported by data traffic, can sustainably retain the public's attention.
The liquidity mining plan is just the first step of Resource aggregatorr in the Defi
world. In the near future, SCYSwap, which is supported by the SCY public chain, will
be available soon.

SCYSwap is Resource aggregator's first decentralized token exchange protocol.
Users will be able to realize instant exchange between any YRC20 tokens, and
become a liquidity provider to obtain transaction fees to participate in mining.

Ⅺ. Team structure of Resource aggregator

Unlike other projects that are developed based on technical enthusiasts, the team
components of Resource aggregator are organized in the entire operation. The DAO
organization originated in Singapore.

Andrew LiuCo-founder & CTO
He is an expert in Internet and blockchain
technology in Singapore. He has worked for some of
the world's top Internet companies. He has been a
research and development director for a long time.
He has rich project management and technical
experience, and has many honors in blockchain, big
data, and cloud computing technology. Has a
number of blockchain distributed structure patents,
and has in-depth research on Ethereum and smart
contracts.

Benjamin Pirus Co-founder & CEO
With more than ten years of experience in Internet
products, he has worked in Internet companies such
as Microsoft and Oracle, and has built many Internet
products with hundreds of millions of users. He has
rich experience in Internet products and team
management. In 2014, he entered the blockchain
industry and conducted in-depth research on the
blockchain token model and wallet transactions.

Allen Scott Co-founder & COO
He has served as the chief operating officer of
several Singapore Internet startups, and has been
responsible for the operation and management of
many billion-scale Internet products. He has rich
project operation and team management
capabilities.

Joseph Max Co-founder
Product and user experience expert, with more than
ten years of product experience, has successfully
participated in the creation of many popular Internet
products. An early participant in the blockchain, and
the team analyzed and invested in multiple blockchain
projects in the early stage.

Gabriel Newman
Proficient in GP/GPU computing, network, machine
learning and blockchain applications, all with good
technical level and practical experience. In the world's
top IT companies, Gabriel Newman has served as CTO,
project manager, IT director, etc., and will participate
in the architecture design and distributed architecture
design of the ZUN ecosystem

XII. Development plan of Resource aggregator

Industry analysis of the entire market to begin in January 2022
In March 2022, the underlying development and testing led by technology will be
launched
In May 2020, based on the molding of technology, conduct industry seminars in the
new home
In July 2022, it will be officially launched in the main Asian market
Participate in the test of SCY public chain in September 2022.
In December 2022, the project is expected to be mapped on the SCY public chain
Global roadshows in 2023
June 2023 Aggregator for community financial integration
In December 2023, it is expected that more than 100 projects will undergo value
conversion in the aggregator, and add value
In 2024, the full ecological development of the aggregator will be carried out, and
the full open source interface will be carried out to help the development of
ecological finance

